Our Zephyr line is expanding to offer new Zephyr Quiet models with GPlus™ motors.

Zephyr Quiet achieves a <0.3 Sone level which provides a nearly silent operation for minimal disruption of your environment.

Zephyr Quiet is equipped with a GPlus motor which provides significantly greater efficiency, flexibility, and controllability over a standard direct drive permanent split capacitor (PSC) motor. Variable speed control prevents over and under ventilation and maximizes efficiency.

Zephyr Quiet fans are also available with ENERGY STAR® certification. Products that earn the ENERGY STAR® certification prevent greenhouse emissions by meeting strict energy efficiency guidelines set by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and the U.S. Department of Energy.
Features of Zephyr Quiet with GPlus Motors:
- Sone levels of <0.3
- Available with Gplus motors for higher efficiency and control
- Compact size
- Built-in time delay
- Built-in two speed
- AMCA certified ratings for Air & Sound Performance
- Underwriters Laboratories (UL) 705 Certified
- ENERGY STAR® Certified

Options & Accessories:
- Brick vent
- Wall caps
- Flat roof caps
- Curb mounted roof caps
- Sloped roof caps

Dimensions
ZQ-80 (L) and ZQ-110 (L)